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How to Use this Document
Advanced Magics is a Supplement intended to add depth and variety to the magical aspect of The 9th Age: Fantasy
Battles. As such, it may not be ideally suited for tournaments or other types of competitive play. We recommend that
you discuss with your opponent before the game and reach an agreement whether or not to use the contents of this
Supplement. It is recommended that either all or none of its contents are used, as the Supplement is designed to work
as a whole.
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Veil Weave
"The true nature of the Veil in its fullness is incomprehensible to mortals (and, perhaps, we may speculate, even to the
Supernals whom it binds). Those gifted with the ability to perceive its spectral ebb and flow are consistently unable to
describe the phenomenon in terms understandable by those who cannot (we may compare the example of a mortal with
typical vision attempting to explain the nature of colours to one who is congenitally blind). Indeed, there is a remarkable
diversity in personal accounts of the perception of fluctuations in the Veil, which appear at least to some extent to be
culturally modulated. Some speak of a mighty barrier that swells and shrinks in thickness, others of a web that
continuously draws together in places even as it frays apart in others. Still others talk of a vast ocean, constantly pulsating
between shallows and fathomless depths, others of surges of heat or cold. The one thing on which all magic users can agree
is that any attempt to explain the Veil by reference to the mortal senses falls woefully short of conveying its reality.
- from the lectures of Doctor Maximilian von Zimmertaube, Reader in Mortal Physiognomy, Leitigsrufe College

Veil Strength
Certain spells and mechanics in this book require players to determine the Strength of the Veil. To this purpose, each
long Board Edge has a Veil Strength Pool with 1 to 6 counters in it. he more counters the pool has, the stronger the Veil
on the corresponding half of the Battlefield is. A model is considered to be affected by the Veil Strength Pool that is on
the same side of the Battlefield (i.e. the long Board Edge that is the closest to the model). In case of a tie, the opponent
chooses which Veil Strength Pool to use.
The Veil Strengths Pools are subject to the following rules:
● At the start of the game, each pool contains 3 counters.
● Casting The Weaver Bound Spell (see below).
● At the end of each Magic Phase during which 2 or more non-Attribute Spell were successfully cast, ignoring The
Weaver Bound Spell, 1 counter is added to a pool if:
○ At least one of the non-Attribute Spells was cast by a model on the same side of the Battlefield
(for example, if two spells were cast by different models on different sides of the Battlefield, add 1
counter to each pool).
A Veil Strength Pool pool must always contain between 1 and 6 counters. You cannot add or remove counters from a
pool if such action would modify the number of counters beyond these limits. Certain spells, rules, and equipment have
additional rules associated with the number of counters in a pool.
Number of
counters in the
pool
1

2-5

6

Index

Effect for all Wizards on the corresponding side of the Battlefield.
The Veil is Threadbare.
Rules associated with a Threadbare Veil are marked with |bold green text contained
within single vertical lines|.
The Veil is Fraying.
Rules associated with a Fraying Veil are marked with ||bold orange text contained
within double vertical lines||.
The Veil is Closeknit.
Rules associated with a Closeknit Veil are marked with |||bold red text contained within
triple vertical lines|||.
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The Weaver
If using this Supplement, each side can cast the Bound
Spell The Weaver. This is not considered to be cast by
any particular model on the Battlefield.
The Weaver Bound Spell can be cast any number of
times in each Magic Phase (provided there are Magic
Dice to spend). Successfully casting this spell does not
count towards the number of spells cast during the
Magic Phase for the purpose of adding counters to Veil
Strength Pools (see above).



ADVANCED MAGICS

The Weaver
Power Level

Range & Type

Duration

4/8

-

Instant

Spell Effect

Choose a Veil Strength Pool and one of the
following effects:
• Add 1 counter to the chosen pool.
• Remove 1 counter from the chosen pool.
Do not doubt her. Though she may seem
cowardly and timid, I have seen her draw magic
like a moth to the flame. Rival mages find their
powers inexplicably fly from them. She is
powerful indeed.
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Additional Options
If using this Supplement, the upgrades below may be taken during Army List creation.

Archwizard
My mastery of the seven elements is unequaled across the land! I have discovered the secret formulas of the ancients,
communed with the very essence of purification! I accept no apprentice, suffer no rival in my presence! There is none who is
worthy of my knowledge or example. So your answer is no, I will not perform at your child's birthday.
- Letter intercepted from Mistress Waldner, the so-called Mad Alchemist
Cost:
80 pts
Rules:
The model gains Channel (1), Aegis (4+, against wounds caused by Miscasts), and knows one additional Learned
Spell (i.e. typically 5 Learned Spells). In addition, it may select Pure Spell #1 and/or Pure Spell #2 of its chosen Path
(instead of other Learned Spells).
If the model successfully casts a spell, no other model in the army may perform a Casting Attempt during this phase. If
another model has successfully cast a spell, an Archwizard cannot perform any Casting Attempts during this phase.
Availability and restrictions:
Wizard Masters only.
Archwizard can be taken by the following models:
Beast Herds

Daemon Legions

Dread Elves

Dwarven Holds

• Soothsayer

• Maw of Akaan
• Miser of Sugulag
• Courtesan of Cibaresh
• Omen of Savar
• Sentinel of Nukuja

• Oracle

-

Empire of Sonnstahl

Highborn Elves

Infernal Dwarves

Kingdom of Equitaine

• Wizard

• Mage

• Prophet

• Damsel

Ogre Khans

Orcs and Goblins

Saurian Ancients

Sylvan Elves

• Shaman

• Orc Shaman
• Goblin Witch Doctor

• Cuatl Lord

• Druid
• Treefather Ancient

The Vermin Swarm

Undying Dynasties

Vampire Covenant

Warriors of the Dark Gods

• Magister

• Death Cult Hierarch

• Vampire Count
• Vampire Courtier
• Necromancer

• Sorcerer

Archwizard cannot be combined with:
● Common Special Items: Essence of a Free Mind
● Saurian Ancients: Protean Potentate
● Saurian Ancients: Ancient Knowledge
● Vampire Covenant: Forbidden Path
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Arcane Collaborators
Very well, I accept your terms. While your suggestion that you are the natural leader of this collaboration is of course
laughable, I will deign to join my efforts to yours for the sake of mutual profit. But only on the condition that you retract
what you said last year about my paper on Supernal Exegesis.
- Found in the post room of the University of Narrenwald
Cost:
Free
Rules:
If the Army List contains more than one model with Arcane Collaborators that have chosen the same Path, these models
may select Pure Spells (of their chosen Path) during Spell Selection:
● If there are 2 such models, they may select Pure Spell #1 (instead of another Learned Spell).
● If there are 3 or more such models, they may select Pure Spell #1 and Pure Spell #2 (instead of other Learned
Spells).
Availability and restrictions:
Wizard Apprentices and Wizards Adepts only.
Arcane Collaborators can be taken by the following models:
Beast Herds

Daemon Legions

Dread Elves

Dwarven Holds

• Soothsayer

• Maw of Akaan
• Miser of Sugulag
• Courtesan of Cibaresh
• Omen of Savar
• Vanadra’s Scourge
• Harbinger of Father Chaos

• Oracle

-

Empire of Sonnstahl

Highborn Elves

Infernal Dwarves

Kingdom of Equitaine

• Wizard

• Mage

• Prophet
• Vassal Conjurer

• Damsel

Ogre Khans

Orcs and Goblins

Saurian Ancients

Sylvan Elves

• Shaman

• Orc Shaman
• Goblin Witch Doctor

• Skink Priest

• Druid
• Treefather Ancient
• Dryad Ancient

The Vermin Swarm

Undying Dynasties

Vampire Covenant

Warriors of the Dark Gods

• Magister
• Plague Patriarch

• Death Cult Hierarch

• Vampire Count
• Vampire Courtier
• Necromancer

• Sorcerer

Arcane Collaborators cannot be combined with:
● Common Special Items: Essence of a Free Mind
● Vampire Covenant: Forbidden Path
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Special Items
If using this Supplement, consider the following Special Items as an extension of the List of Common Special Items in the
Arcane Compendium.

Weapon Enchantments
Penetrating Radiance

Banner Enchantments
20 pts

Witch Hunter's Banner

Enchantment: Close Combat Weapon.
Attacks made with this enchanted weapon become
Magical Attacks and Poison Attacks. For each unsaved
wound inflicted with this weapon against an enemy
Wizard or model with Channel, the owner can choose
to either add or remove 1 counter from the Veil
Strength Pool of the wielder’s side of the Battlefield.
Esoteric Armament

Pennant of Immortal Glory

60 pts

Cannot be taken by units that count towards Core.
The bearer gains Channel (1). At the end of a Melee
Phase in which the bearer’s unit was on the winning
side of a Round of Combat and the Veil of the bearer’s
side of the Battlefield was Threadbare, |the bearer
gains another instance of Channel (1) for the rest
of the game|.

60 pts

Enchantment: Hand Weapon.
Attacks made with this enchanted weapon become
Magical Attacks. In addition, this weapon also confers
effects to the wielder depending on the Veil Strength
Pool on the wielder’s side of the Battlefield:.
● |The wielder gains +2 Agi. Attacks made
with this weapon gain +2 Str and +2 AP|
● ||Attacks made with this weapon gain +1
Str and +1 AP||
● |||The wielder suffers -2 Agi|||

Artefacts
Scroll of Manipulation

25 pts

0-2 per Army.
One use only. May be activated at the start of any
Magic Phase. Add or remove up to 3 counters to or
from any Veil Strength Pool.

Armour Enchantments
Indecipherable Script

15 pts

During each Magic Phase, Characters in the bearer's
unit gain Aegis (4+).

Scroll of Deflection

45 pts

One use only. The player may choose to use this
Artefact instead of performing a Dispelling Attempt.
Roll a D6 and subtract from the result the number of
countersin the Veil Strength Pool of the bearer’s side
of the Battlefield. If the total is more than 0, the
opponent must pick a new different target for the
spell if able to. This must follow all normal target
selection rules. If unable to pick a different target, the
Scroll of Deflection has no effect.

80 pts

Enchantment: Suit of Armour.
The wearer gains +1 Armour. In addition, write down
a Path on your Army List. This must be a Path from
which at least one model in your Army Book has
access to non-Bound Spells.
The wearer can cast Pure Spell #1 of that Path as a
Bound Spell with Power Level (4/8).

Arcane Inheritance

50 pts

Wizards only.
Dominant. The bearer knows Pure Spell #1 in
addition to its other spells.
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Runic Special Items
If using this Supplement, consider the following Runic Special Items as an extension of the Runic Special Items in the
Dwarven Holds Army Book.

Runic Armour Enchantments
Rune of Obsidian

Rune of the Great Forge
35 pts

The effect depends on the Veil Strength Pool of the
bearer’s side of the BattlefieldThe wearer gains
|Aegis (3+ against Magical Attacks)|
||Aegis (4+ against Magical Attacks)||
|||Aegis (5+ against Magical Attacks)|||

Rune of the Golden Age

Runic Artefacts
Rune of Ironweave

10 pts

0-1 per Army.
The duplication limit of the Anvil of Power is
increased to 0-2 Units per Army. However, the Army
List may not contain any Runic Smiths. During Spell
Selection, each of your Anvils of Power may exchange
one of their Battle Runes for a single Master Rune.
60 pts

Runic Smiths only.
The bearer knows both Master Runes. No other
friendly model can cast spells while the bearer is on
the Battlefield.

40 pts

The first Dispelling Attempt in each Magic Phase by
the bearer’s side gains a +X Dispelling Modifier. X is
equal to half the number of counters in the Veil
Strength Pool of the Caster’s side, rounding fractions
up. This is an exception to the Casting and Dispelling
Modifier rules. If the Dispelling Attempt is successful,
add a counter to each Veil Strength Pool.

Daemonic Manifestations
If using this Supplement, consider the following Daemonic Manifestations as an extension of the Daemonic
Manifestations in the Daemon Legions Army Book. All of them are Manifestations of Father Chaos.
Purified Core

35 pts

Metamagimorphotic Tissue

〈Dominant〉
The model 〈and each R&F model in its unit〉
gains an effect depending on the Veil Strength Pool of
the bearer’s unit’s side of the Battlefield (measure
from the centre of the unit):
|Aegis (+2, against non-Magical Attacks)|
||Aegis (+1, against non-Magical Attacks)||
|||Aegis (-1, against non-Magical Attacks)|||
At the end of each phase during which at least one
friendly model affected by Metamagimorphotic Tissue
passed an Aegis Save against non-Magical Attacks, add
1 counter to each Veil Strength Pool .

In addition to its normal Spell Selection rules, the
model may also select spells from the Pure Spells #1
from Divination, Evocation, Thaumaturgy, and
Witchcraft. At least half of the bearer’s spells selected
during Spell Selection must be Pure Spells.
Magekin Aura

35 pts

Melee Attacks against the model can never wound on
better than 4+. |If the Veil Strength Pool of the
model's side of the Battlefield is Threadbare, this
also applies to Ranged Attacks.| At the end of a
phase in which the model has suffered one or more
wounds (before saves), add 1 counter to the Veil
Strength Pool of the model’s side of the Battlefield.
Tusks of Reality

Heart of Wolfram

35 pts

Additional Options

15 pts

One use only. May be activated at the start of any
Magic Phase. |||If the Veil of the farthest long Board
Edge is Closeknit, ignore Immortal Denizens
during this phase|||.

At the end of each friendly Magic Phase during which
the model has successfully cast 2 or more
non-Attribute non-Bound Spells, discard 1 counter
from the Veil Strength Pool of the model's side of the
Battlefield.
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Pure Spells
The following section includes additional Learned Spells, called Pure Spells. Access to these spells is reserved to models
with specific rules or items (e.g. Archwizard, Arcane Collaborators, or Special Items in this document). Pure Spells are
considered to be part of the corresponding Paths, which means they follow all rules associated with them (e.g. access to
these spells will grant access to the corresponding Attribute Spells).
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Pure Alchemy
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 Chromium Magebow
|||9+|||
||7+||
|5+|

6"

Augment
Aura

One Turn

Effect
A single model part of each of up to 3 Wizard models in the
target unit(s) gains a Shooting Weapon with Aim (2+), Range
24", Shots 2, Str 5, AP 2, and Quick to Fire.

The sorceress motioned, as if drawing an invisible bow. With a jolt, something flashed from her hands and our Prelate spun
about and fell to his knees, struck dead.

P2 Strength of Cobalt
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

24"

Universal

One Turn

Choose one of the following effects before the Casting Attempt:
● The target gains +2 Strength.
● The target gains +2 Armour Penetration.
In addition, |unless the Veil Strength Pool of the Casters's
side of the Battlefield is Threadbare,| the target’s Close
Combat Attacks suffer -1 to hit.

The Wizard ululated and my previously ineffective blows began to bite into the foul beast’s hide. It shrieked in pain and I in
triumph.

Pure Cosmology

Cosmos
Type

Duration

Casting Value

Range

|||9+|||
||7+||
|5+|

24”

P1 Attunement
Augment
Permanent
Hex

Chaos

The target gains Magic Resistance (1), and other instances of Magic
Resistance in the target unit are increased by +1, to a maximum of 4.
All instances of Magic Resistance in the target unit are decreased by -1, to a
minimum of 0.

Mages troubled us not whilst the Paladin held his banner, and we became accustomed to the solace it provided. Until there
came a sudden chill, and I felt the warding falter. Many knights were left on the field that day.
|||9+|||
||7+||
|5+|

P2 Command of Continuity
Augment
Instant
Hex

24"

Choose a spell with duration One Turn that was successfully cast during this
Magic Phase for which the target of Command of Continuity was a target. The
effect of the chosen spell lasts until the start of the next friendly Magic Phase
after the next.

I smiled as I watched the hope fade from his face. It was as though he expected my power to fail - but I was only just getting
started.
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Pure Divination
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 The Mists Part
|||11+|||
||9+||
|7+|

Augment
Aura

Caster

Permanent

Effect
Depending on the Veil Strength Pool of the Caster's side of the
Battlefield when the spell is cast,
|||The target gains 1 Fate Token|||
||The target gains 2 Fate Tokens||
|The target gains 3 Fate Tokens|
Immediately after a friendly model fails one or more to-hit or
to-wound rolls with Melee Attacks, the Caster may discard any
number of Fate Tokens. If so, one of these failed rolls may be
rerolled for each discarded Fate Token.

Thunder shook the field, lightning flashed across the skies, and in that momentary brightness I knew where I must strike.

P2 Appointment With Destiny
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

18"

Augment

One Turn

The target gains +12" March Rate, Hard Target (1), Magic
Resistance (1), and Move or Fire.

The warriors were swamped by the obscenities. I turned my face away, unable to watch. But when I looked again, they were
somehow behind the vile spawn, and their retribution was terrible.

Pure Druidism
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 Nature's Sting
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

18”

Augment

One Turn

Effect
The target gains Poison Attacks.
⟪Attacks against the target that are Poison Attacks lose this
Attack Attribute, and the Strength of attacks with Toxic
Attacks against the target is always set to 1.⟫

Soaked in blood and mud, I lay in that ditch knowing the end had come. But then I sensed a warmth in the ground beneath
me, and I felt the effects of the reptiles' venom retreat from my limbs. I sprang back to my feet, and I saw it was the enemy's
turn to fear poison's kiss.

P2 Carnivorous Copse

|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

24"

Ground

Permanent

Place a 3” diameter round marker touching the target point and
at least 1" away from all units and Terrain Features other than
Open Terrain. The marker is Opaque Terrain, Covering Terrain
for units behind it, and, depending on the Veil Strength Pool of
the Caster's side of the Battlefield when the spell was cast,
Dangerous Terrain
|||(1)||| ||(2)|| |(3)|.
At the end of each subsequent Magic Phase, roll a D6, adding +1
to the first roll, +2 to the second roll, and so on. If the result is
6+, the spell effect ends and the marker is removed.

We had the sylvans in our sights; at last, they had been lured onto open ground. We pressed the advantage, spurring our
horses to a gallop. Only to find that the rending branches and sharpened stalks had spread from the forest, and before we
knew it we were hopelessly ensnared.
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Pure Evocation
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 Spirit Link
18”
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

Augment*

Instant

*Choose two different targets for this spell
instead of 1. The targets must be
unengaged.

Effect
Mark the Unit Boundaries of both targets and then remove them
from the Battlefield. Place both units back on the Battlefield in
the same formation as before (but facing any direction). The
units must be placed fully within 3" of either of the previously
marked Unit Boundaries, following the Unit Spacing rule (note
that both units may be placed in the same area). This counts as a
Magical Move.

It's a tough trick to learn, but if you can entwine the souls of two creatures, you can meld their bodies until one has
exchanged places with the other. You should see the looks on their faces when you pull off the Old Switcheroo. Priceless.

P2 Bound in Blood
18"
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

Augment*

One Turn

*Choose two different targets for this spell
instead of 1. The targets must be
unengaged.

Whenever any of the targets suffers a Health Point loss, roll a
D6, referred to as a Transfer Roll. On a roll of 5+, the Health
Point loss is ignored and the other target suffers a hit
distributed by the opponent. This hit wounds automatically and
allows no saves of any kind. Do not make a Transfer Roll for this
hit. |If the Veil Strength Pool of the Caster's side of the
Battlefield is Threadbare when the spell is cast, Transfer
Rolls are successful on the roll of 4+.|

The villainous mage cackled at us behind their lines. And we saw that blows we dealt to their warriors made no impression rather, the wounds appeared on our captive comrades, making them writhe and bleed. I have never felt so powerless.

Pure Occultism
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

Effect

Permanent

The target gains Grind Attacks (D3). If already affected by this
spell, it instead increases the number of Grind Attacks by D3.
These Grind Attacks are resolved with Strength 5, Armour
Penetration 2, and Magical Attacks. ⟪In addition, until the start
of your next Magic Phase, the target gains Hard Target (1).⟫

P1 Circle of Death
|||8+|||
||6+||
|4+|

Augment
Focused*

6”

*This spell may only target Characters,
Champions, and single model units.

We braced as the dwarven line charged towards us, axes raised. It was then that their warriors began to shimmer, fell lights
dancing around them, and when they hit our troops this ungodly force made us weaken and crumble - but not beneath their
weapons.

P2 Theft of Vitae
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

12"

Hex
Focused*

One Turn

*This spell may only target Characters,
Champions, and single model units.

The target suffers -1 Strength, -1 Armour Penetration, -1
Resilience, and -1 Agility.
⟪In addition, one model part of the Caster’s model gains +1
to either Strength, Armour Penetration, Resilience, or
Agility. Declare which when The Sacrifice is performed.⟫

I should never have tried to negotiate with the Dark Lady. She made me think we had a deal, only to offer her left hand to
shake in agreement. As soon as my skin met hers, I felt my very lifeforce leave me, while she herself seemed to grow taller
and more imposing.
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Pure Pyromancy
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 Avatar of Ash
|||8+|||
||6+||
|4+|

18”

Universal

One Turn

Effect
The target gains Aegis (3+, against Flaming Attacks) and
Flaming Attacks.
|If the Veil Strength Pool of the Caster's side of the
Battlefield is Threadbare when the spell is cast, the target
gains Aegis (2+, against Flaming Attacks) instead.|

The Red Sorceress put her hand to the Makhar's sickle blade, and closed her eyes. After long moments, she opened them and
gave a great cry of "Flame... Begin!" The blade burst into fire, and the spark leaped down the lines of the horsewarriors.

P2 Slash and Burn
|||8+|||
||6+||
|4+|

24"

Ground

Permanent

Place a flame counter on the target point if it is inside a Forest,
Field, Wall, or Ruins Terrain Feature. Terrain Features with one
or more flame counters are Dangerous Terrain (2). At the end of
each subsequent Magic Phase, each unit within 3" of a Terrain
Feature with one or more flame counters in it suffers 2D3 hits
with Strength 4, Armour Penetration 0, and Flaming Attacks.

The plan was perfect: we would use the trees as cover to approach the enemy unseen. There was only one flaw. When we
reached the appointed place, there were no more trees. Only burning trunks.

Pure Shamanism
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 The Wyrm Unleashed

|||9+|||
||7+||
|5+|

Caster

Focused

Effect
Choose a model part of the target that does not have Harnessed
or Inanimate. The chosen model part gains Breath Attack (Str 4,
AP 1, Flaming Attacks) and cannot use any weapons. In addition,
its Offensive Characteristics are set to the following values:

Permanent

Att

Off

Str

AP

Agi

5

5

6

3

3

|||At the end of each Magic Phase, if the Veil Strength Pool of
the Caster's side of the Battlefield is Closeknit, the spell
ends immediately.|||

He had nowhere left to run. So trapped, he simply smiled and with soft incantations, he began to change.

P2 Pack Howl
|||11+|||
||9+||
|7+|

18"

Augment

One Turn

The target gains Fight in Extra Rank, Impact Hits (1), and
Swiftstride.
If it already had Swiftstride, it may reroll any natural rolls of '1'
when rolling for Charge Range in the Charge Phase.
If it already had Impact Hits, increase the number of Impact Hits
by 1 instead.

Always trust the man beside you, that's what they teach us in the academy. Yet until our alliance with the eastern shaman,
I'd never known what it is to truly come together with my brothers and unleash our collective strength.
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Pure Thaumaturgy
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 Skyhammer of Vengeance

|||9+|||
||7+||
|5+|

Universal
Damage
Direct

18”

Instant

Effect
Determine which units are affected by this instance of the spell:
1. The original target is affected. It suffers 1 hit.
2. Roll a D6. On 3+, another unit is affected. This must be the
unaffected unit closest to the previous target (friend or foe). In
case of a draw, determine randomly which unit is hit. This new
unit suffers the same amount of hits as the previously affected
unit, plus 1.
3. Keep repeating step 2 until you don’t roll 3+.
These hits are resolved with Strength 5, Armour Penetration 2,
and Magical Attacks.

The skies roiled and chunks of unearthly rock assailed us as if thrown by a displeased deity.

P2 Judgement Day
|||12+|||
||10+||
|8+|

18"

Augment

One Turn

All combats that include the target can and must be fought twice
during the Melee Phase (i.e. fight, determine Combat Score, take
Break Tests, then fight again, determine Combat Score again,
etc.). If the target Pursues, the spell ends immediately.

As we charged towards their line, I felt a terrible certainty that this was the end - indeed, that it was my task to make sure
the bloodshed to come was so terrible that the outcome of the battle was decided on the spot. I could see in the enemy's eyes
that they felt the same way.

Pure Witchcraft
Casting Value

Range

Type

Duration

P1 Stolen Youth
|||10+|||
||8+||
|6+|

24”

Hex
Focused

One Turn

Effect
The target's Melee and Ranged Attacks suffer -1 to hit and -1 to
wound. In addition, at the start of its Magic Phase, the target
must roll a D6 for each of its spells (including Bound Spells and
Attribute Spells). On a roll of '1', the spell cannot be used during
this phase.

We were veterans of many battles and few could stand before us. But on that day, our experience abandoned us. My mind
was nothing but a fog, and I could recall nothing of my past. We were undone, and even the shaman could not turn the tide
in our favour.

P2 Swamp Vapours
|||11+|||
||9+||
|7+|

18"

Universal

One Turn

The Height of models in the target unit changes:
● All Standard Height models become Large Height.
● |If the Veil Strength Pool of the Caster's side of the
Battlefield is Threadbare when the spell is cast,
Large Height models in the target become Standard
Height.|

The dwarves seemed to tower above the battlefield. Their blunderbusses roared and our first line collapsed in a bloodied
mess.
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Master Runes
Spells cast by models from the Dwarven Holds Army Book do not count towards the number of spells cast for the
purpose of adding counters to Veil Strength Pools (see third point under Veil Strength above). Below are two additional
Battle Runes, called Master Runes. Models need specific rules in order to gain access to these spells (see Runic Special
Items in this document).
Power Level

Range

Type

Duration

Effect

Permanent

Place a counter on the target point. When a unit comes within 3"
of the marked point during a March, Charge, Failed Charge, Flee,
Pursuit, or Overrun Move, all models in the unit must
immediately take a Dangerous Terrain (2) Test.

R1 Rune of Undermining
5/8

12”*
36”**

Ground

*If cast by a Runic Smith
**If cast by an Anvil of Power

The great beast thundered towards the thane, but the sturdy dwarf just stood and watched. Finally, just as it was about to
flatten him, he brought down his hammer and the ground gave way, leaving nothing but a vanishing howl.

R2 Rune of Reawakening

Summon an Awakened Guardian on the target point and within 3" of a
Hill or Impassable Terrain. |At the end of any phase, if the Veil
Strength Pool of the Awakened Guardian's side of the Battlefield is
Threadbare, remove it as a casualty.|
Large, Infantry
40×40 mm

Awakened Guardian
Global

5/8

96"

Ground

Instant
Defensive

Offensive

Adv

Mar

Dis

5”

10”

10

HP

Def

Res

3

4

5

1

Att

Off

Str

AP

Agi

3

4

5

2

2

Fearless
Arm

Plate Armour
Magical Attacks

With an earsplitting crack, part of the cliff detached. The rocks formed a crude body that trundled forwards with terrible
determination.
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